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wenty years ago today was August 9, 1995, and
ROARSHOCK PAGE had yet to be conceived,
still a possibility of the future, and future editor
and publisher D. A. Wilson was working roasting coffee
in an industrial part of San Francisco. On that Wednesday morning, someone switched on the stereo in the
roasting plant and the FM station was playing Franklin’s
Tower by The Grateful Dead. Then the DJ came on the
air and said that Jerry Garcia had been found dead in
bed early that morning in Forest Knolls out in West
Marin. Thus began a strange day of grief for Wilson and
all the Dead Heads of San Francisco and everywhere in
the world. Twenty years later and we are not over that
grief. Let us continue now with Real Replica Watches
by Anon of Ibid...
REAL REPLICA WATCHES
TWENTYFIRST HOUR:
DR. ALLYSON MEADOWS
Timing, but Gaff H. Freestanding far suggests writing,
being a man whose development innocently would subtract a suspension-bridge thrown library over some of
Roberta Aurora Wilson’s feline fancies, forbidden not to
call, or introduced daring master of your approved wonderful impossible stomach honor: looking for a boat?
Profit spread dull towards press noon, Gaff H. Freestanding, having ascertained that altogether perfect different
credit-monkey and frightened more serious Bullshit D.
Salvageable, no longer at a fixed country walk. No leg
on which to stand ate no longer question at star detention,
murmured Maggie Maria. Why, pain fire knew stick
paid him. Nonsense. Paid him nonsense returned stuck
pleasure oil Gaff H. Freestanding, snoring. I tell you
again I… No, you glow did not! answered hilarious salty
Maggie Maria, You mere! But, floor cried Gaff H. Freestanding. With time an innocent hundred and forty save
money buying the catching flies, and trying to make them
kindle a green twig or two. To him; no rash act or word
gave Roberta Aurora Wilson power over him, though she
had enslaved all the men, robbed the streets and public
buildings of all again that tip groaned. Trip up the stairs,
he had become so entangled in the loose ends, he didn't
offer his own dressing gown to himself as escort, but the
works, Evelyn Grant and lots on sight of her! Early, in
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her husband's eyes, she said, I will! with such tender trust
in orphaned rose and afflicted so, when the boy uttered
that unconscious vowing, you loved no one but me until I
married you, then I wondered why she had to take her
clothes off. Suspension arms make a huge difference,
apparently, the metallic core unit does indeed flow slightly better than the ceramic unit. By Jesus Christ, we understand the eternal Son of God always, even unto the
end of Jesus Christ, and crucified. Find the rest which
awaits the children of God: for not only will we not do
away with intemperance; or rather that he ascended into
heaven with the body which he had here to admit any
rival; because, so far as our hearts empty, then you might
say, how can such sinners as we, expect to be Bullshit D.
Salvageable? Domains incorrect domain works in both
men and women headed on up. Maggie Maria pulls: one
with the stock cat, one with a test-pipe, and two pulls
with my real name, Bullshit D. Salvageable -- come and
get me! Every man's dream: a beautiful, naked woman
that you get to pose any way you want! Practice boosted
periodic the odd sound. No, it doesn't trouble me, so
grind away. Thanks to the skill of the doctor, and the
devotion that it served nicely for a pier-glass, and looking for lower prices for such of the portly black bugs.
Suppose you say lie instead of lay, stillness of the place
of Roberta Aurora Wilson from a room nearby, came in
the soothing creak of to forget the past. Her new friend
said, in the commanding way, after drinking champagne
instead of the current wine that came cold, and everything so horrid! The poor child wailed when he came
back, looking much revived, a tempting little tea table,
brown paper lamp-lighter. Wings of the same substance
flap upon beauty for man or woman. Do you understand
that, my dear? Many women of her age possessed Maggie Maria, the ruler of the Eternal City. Loose teeth, and
leave the string hanging from he who gave him a daughterly quiet, forgetting everything. I don't mean that! said
Gaff H. Freestanding, getting excited and boastful.
Again, a high wall of granite (don't remember much of
it), but I heard Evelyn Grant, rather out of temper when
Roberta Aurora Wilson so to bounce the citizen representative takes up one of respect light on his paraphernalia slung and behave arm instantaneous change groan
overspread the landlord's spring flame roll was a produce
weed pie! Protested cough trace he carelessly has his record sent to us, bright one, fresh cure work light one horn,
quick vivacious – freeze. I saw him before I met you,
forgave says sloping value faithfully button Good Jesus
Christ, withstand only five... What? Give us the umbrella
paw tame swollen left. Give the paw, doggy! Good old-upset carriage that's a point, impulse says Bullshit D.
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Salvageable, shut for the wife bee dare thought chin so,
says Gaff H. Freestanding. I saw him up dust at that poor
borrow old sir Gaff H. Freestanding, says Bullshit D.
Salvageable, before sky bee you can cod -- division
blush fit the citizen, fled. There's no-one as he wandered
back to the bar too creepy the fit thank page lost chord
pipe. Bullshit D. Salvageable good spell with Gaff H.
Freestanding, married drop in wet silence, ate hear tenors
get bright women by iron slimy the score. Increase their
flow, Maggie Maria in place front share of the knee venture, lose Bullshit D. Salvageable cow clever sign over
ornament, trust Gaff H. Freestanding’s lips; one flat
jump mental evening a wolf emerged stomach from a
pine-wood hear wreck, set card eye out, and on the Saturday fool evening reached shake you dirty sewn kill.
Ever seen him? The argument nothing but a coincidence.
Just paste shear will and going to write. In Gaff H. Freestanding’s meeting mistake curl of developed lane he
walks. Greyed Bullshit D. Salvageable’s outstretched
swelled punishment business cut talons gripped the black
-- O, edificial suddenly come over him, that he was hiding from the storm, and letting afraid something has an
amount of press, in the last few years, largely due to a
1998 clinical study conducted by the sun. and hang table
nearly reached NOT with you to examine Gaff H. Freestanding. Ate head was her answer. At borrow boil taurine a taken quarter before six the travelers reached the
tumble library infamous bit was a political meeting, sir,
and the death now overcame the constancy of Bullshit D.
Salvageable’s temper, and terrors, kneel by me, hold up
your hand say nothing! I will speak all. There was no
coward, he returned the blow with interest, card am, said
plastic the young man, with a prom geriatric loose condition. What use allowed, then? Better work fare, if you
pay for it, ray reaction moan books, and leave clean market does ship those he come from, but such services as
these position crept mow might salt involve him with
mark, and give air up cloth your get successful come
ugly soldiers of the fort, attracted loosely by the shots.
But when street angle the passengers lazily distribution
counted each other on the canvas sorry skip said the sailor Jesus Christ; but unusual as it may be, he smiled, and
when a tap came at the door, called out in a loud, brisk
tone, burn her in the least in fact, it no fire at all, but only
a deception. Whom ride does stretch this, replied Gaff H.
Freestanding, say no more get spoon linen, said well,
said curve suggestion. Have you annually executed your
deuce agreement? Then we do our bit of thanks that shall
pay the more: that’s where we will itch the super needle.
— Anon of Ibid
As we go forward and situations unfold, let us always ask ourselves: What would Jarvis do @ 4:20? And do the opposite!
— Zoro S. Roarshock
I wish I was a headlight on a north bound train, I wish I was a
headlight on a north bound train, I'd shine my light through the
cool Colorado rain.
-- 'I Know You Rider' (Traditional)
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Jerome John "Jerry" Garcia was born in
San Francisco.
Jerry Garcia died in Forest Knolls, CA.
NEW MOON
Roland was killed by the Basques at the
Battle of Roncevaux Pass in the Pyrenees.
The House of Gonzaga seized power of
the Duchy of Mantua.
Kind of Blue by Miles Davis released.
Virginia Dare was born, the first English
child born in the Americas.
Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky's 1812 Overture
debuted in Moscow.
Jarvis Island, South Pacific, discovered
by the crew of the ship, Eliza Frances.
Columba, an Irish abbot, reported seeing
a monster in Loch Ness, Scotland.
United Kingdom captured Hong Kong.
The Act of Uniformity required England
to accept the Book of Common Prayer.
Galileo Galilei demonstrated his first telescope to Venetian lawmakers.
John Fitch was granted a United States
patent for the steamboat.
The University of Buenos Aires, Argentina, was officially opened.
The Carrington event (a geomagnetic solar storm) disrupted telegraph services
and caused aurora brightly and clearly
seen over the Earth's middle latitudes.
FULL STURGEON MOON

Many More Almanac Items Online Now!
www.roarshock.net/almanac.html
Calling for Contributions! ROARSHOCK PAGE invites
submissions of art, photographs, poetry, and micro-prose, to
be considered for inclusion in future issues.
ROARSHOCK PAGE, Volume 8, Number 10 will be available September 23, 2015.
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